Today’s quiz is postponed until Wednesday when you will have a quiz on Sand Roads and Trade in the Americas.
SAQ Practice

- Read and highlight “Writing the Response”
- Think about your own SAQ responses. What do you need to be doing differently?
SAQ Practice

- Question A - discuss as a class
- Questions B & C – write on your own
- We will practice SAQs and peer edit them today and Wednesday before you write 1-2 on Friday for a grade. I should see improvement!
SAQ Practice

- **Question B:**
  - Possible answers could include creation of a patriarchal society, increased economic transfer of goods, complex urban life, or the growth of population. For each of these you would want to have specific examples – evidence of trade, early cities, etc.

- **Question C:**
  - Possible answers could include the discovery of tools that enabled hunting (specific examples), the discovery and control of fire that created heat and light and expanded the food supply, or the invention of the wheel that led to a mechanical and transportation revolution and could be used for ceramics and spinning.
Study Resource
(7th Period)

- Study.com
  - Class Code: slate-bird-0485
  - For each video and quiz completed by the due date, you will receive 1 point extra credit.
Study Resource
(5th Period)

- **Study.com**
  - Class Code: gray-rat-1575
  - For each video and quiz completed by the due date, you will receive 1 point extra credit.